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Introduced in as a replacement for the W range, the C-Class was the smallest model in the
marque's line-up until the W A-Class arrived in The C-Class is built at Mercedes-Benz factories
in Sindelfingen and Bremen , Germany as well as numerous satellite factories in other
countries. The first C-Class W sedan was produced on 1 June and the first second generation W
rolled off the assembly line on 18 July The third generation W was launched in while the latest
generation C-Class W came out in In October , three years into Mercedes-Benz W 's production
run, work began on a successor. In May , the first generation W C-Class was introduced as a
replacement for the The C-Class sedan was the company's entry-level model up until when
Mercedes launched the A-Class. Styling themes were carried over from the previous W series,
but the new series had a smoother and rounder design than the last generation of compact
Mercedes, with styling cues from the W E-Class short, high trunk and taller tail lights , W
S-Class front end , and R SL-Class headlights. In , development began on the W C-Class. Design
work commenced in mid, with the final design being approved in December by the executive
board. The second generation C-Class was introduced in March The sedan debuted with a range
of inline-four and V6 petrol engines and inline-four and -five diesels, later W's received the V6
diesel. The diesels now featured common rail direct fuel injection and variable geometry
turbochargers. Notably post , for the first time, the number designations were no longer
equivalent to the engine displacement, more specifically in the Mercedes C 1. Sales started on
31 March in almost all European countries. The C-Class received a facelift in for the model year
including new LED taillights, a revised dashboard and instrument cluster layout, and a revised
front fascia and headlights. The W platform continued into with the C-Class coupe. The car was
officially unveiled on 16 December European sales began in March , while the vehicle went on
sale in North America in September On 10 December , Daimler announced the production of the
C-Class will be concentrated at the Bremen plant with additional production in the United States
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Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W You might have noticed that periodically
we find occasion to be unkind to a vehicle. Forget for a moment our skepticism about the
feasibility of any luxury automaker introducing a hatchback model to the small-car-phobic
American public. BMW tried precisely the same thing with the ti between and â€”with
spectacularly poor results. Forget, too, that this Mercedes looked, with its bulging bum and
two-pane glass backlight, like a modern Renault a company that was shamed out of America
after foisting the Alliance on our fair country. No, we were not rude to Mercedes for these
reasons. Our real concerns had to do with the function of the automobile: 1 The engine, a 2. For
the model of the C, Mercedes has largely addressed our engine complaint with an all-new 1. On
paper, this engine would seem to be a step backward for Mercedes. It's down about a half-liter
of displacement compared with the old engine, and it makes less peak horsepower and torque.
And it makes those peaks at higher revs. The old 2. The new 1. Indeed, the sprint to 60 mph for
the 1. We attribute this, in part, to an engine-management system that will not allow for abusive
standing starts. Try as you might, the engine will not rev above rpm with the clutch pedal in.

This is not something most ownersâ€”the majority of whom we don't anticipate will go bracket
drag racingâ€”need worry about. Even better, with this engine the C is, if not exactly
transformed, at least a more pleasant thing to use. The previous engine felt weak at low revs,
despite its power advantage and greater displacement. Higher in the rev range, the 2. Worse, it
sounded as if it had an acute and chronic case of gastrointestinal distress. The 1. So zealous
was Mercedes in exorcizing the flatulence of the old motor that this new one makes almost no
noise at all. This is, indeed, a good thing if you're in the market for a comforting companion on
long commutes. But the C three-door lacks zest. Its shifter hasn't improved; it's still plasticky
and slow to engage anew gear. Maybe if the company had called it a C hatchback, we wouldn't
keep expecting it to drive like a "sports coupe. Mercedes does offer this new 1. But the
three-doorâ€”well, the three-door has no competitors in the premium-hatchback segment. On
the upside, all three-doors come standard with automatic climate control and a stability-control
system. Stupidly, an in-dash CD player is not available. And then you'd have something you
couldn't just as easily have on the four-door modelâ€”some distinction other than the
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